Location - Florianópolis
LiSHA is installed in the Computer Science Department building in the Technology Center.

Address
UFSC/CTC/LISHA
PO Box 476
88040-900 Florianópolis - SC - Brazil
Phone/Fax: +55 48 3721-9516/ 3721-4708
E-mail: lisha@lisha.ufsc.br

Map
https://www.google.com/maps/embed?mid=zbWWizS79i1k.kR7f8QvRnV40&hl=engeocode%3D

Location - Joinville
LiSHA is installed in the E building in the Joinville Center.

Address
UFSC/Joinville/LISHA
Rua Dr. João Colin, 2700
Bairro Santo Antônio
89218-035 Joinville - SC - Brazil
Phone/Fax: +55 48 3721-9516 / 3721-7308 / 3721-7318
Phone: +55 47 3204-7308 / 3204-7318
E-mail: lisha@lisha.ufsc.br

Map
https://www.google.com/maps/embed?pb=!1m18!1m12!1m3!1d3258.943294809482!2d-48.84868120048987!3d-26.27677872525652!2m3!1f0!2f0!3f0!3m2!1i1024!2i768!4f13.1!3m3!1m2!1s0x0%3A0xff1b9a152126258a!2sUFSC!5e1!3m2!1spt-BR!2sbr!4v1467638669185
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